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Copper, Chamomile, Clay: Can Homeopathic
Winemaking Be Natural?
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by Aaron Ayscough

Aaron Ayscough steps through the looking glass for TFL. Exploring the frontiers of

homeopathy in winemaking, which represents either a promising new tool for natural

winemakers, or the beginning of the end of natural wine.

othing added, nothing removed,’ goes one commonly accepted natural

winemaking principle. But lately certain natural winemakers in Alsace and

beyond have begun to test the limits of what defines a winemaking additive by

adding homeopathic treatments to wine. If an additive has no scientifically measurable effect

on a wine, is it truly an additive after all?

https://notdrinkingpoison.com/


The topic came up on a bracing morning last March in Ammerschwihr, as I tasted the 2018

wines from tank with négoçiant winemaker Farid Yahimi.

Yahimi has produced wine commercially since 2016 in cellar space he borrows from Christian

Binner. A longtime natural wine amateur—in the French sense of the word, meaning a

passionate aficionado—Yahimi enjoys experimentation. Of late he’s worked with sous-voile

élevage, trans-regional grape blends, and undersea aging.

I first assumed Yahimi was speaking about sulfites. Natural winemakers often characterize

very low sulfite addition as being, figuratively, ‘homeopathic.’ But Yahimi, who is as

transparent as they come, specified that only one tank had seen a literally homeopathic dose

of volcanic sulfur, whereas both tanks had seen literally homeopathic doses of more unusual

additives: copper and chamomile. Yahimi learned the technique from Nothalthen vigneron

Patrick Meyer, who I was scheduled to visit later that week.

“The copper and chamomile are to secure the aroma,” explained Yahimi. “Now I find the

wine’s behavior is not too bad. We have the aromatic profile that I wanted, and it’s stayed

quite stable.”

The difference between tanks was subtle, but detectable. The tank which saw an addition of

mineral sulfur dilution as well as copper and chamomile had no detectable mousiness, but

showed a more straightforward profile, with a touch less bounce in its step.

When I suggested that the practice of adding anything—even homeopathic dilutions—to wine

could be viewed as controversial within the natural wine scene, Yahimi underlined that the

practice is technically ‘non-interventionist.’ Speaking in terms of chemistry, homeopathy

famously has no effect whatsoever. Yahimi had, in effect, added both something and nothing.

2018 was a vintage of once-in-a-lifetime abundance throughout much of France, but it was

also problematic. In Auvergne and the Beaujolais, I would hear of unpredictable

fermentations on carbonic-macerated reds. There was difficulty with whites in the northern

Rhône. In Alsace, too, Yahimi and others had particular difficulty with slow or sluggish direct-

press white wine fermentations. To be clear: stuck fermentations or fermentations that drag,

are winemaking nightmares. In the absence of yeast activity in the partially fermented wine,

bacteria can feast on the remaining sugars. This often gives rise to nasty spikes in volatile



acidity and the development of acetates, the source of notorious aromas of nail polish

remover. In extreme cases the wine can turn to vinegar.

Sulfur, in greater or lesser quantities, is generally used to address the dangerous bacterial

activity. I’d heard before about ‘homeopathic’ dilutions of sulfur, and always considered them

more of the same thing. But I was more than a little surprised to learn that the 2018

vinifications inspired some natural winemakers to try more exotic dilutions. As Dorlisheim

vigneron Christophe Lindenlaub put it later that week, “When we have problems like that

with volatility, we’re going to have to find solutions.”

Lindenlaub is an animated, jovial farmer in his forties. Natural since 2012 and organic since

2009, he cultivates 12ha of vines and produces bold, changeable riesling from sites in Mutzig.

Like Yahimi, in 2018 he drew inspiration from Patrick Meyer, employing copper and

chamomile dilutions in a tank of pinot blanc which had undergone a worrisome spike in

volatility.

“It allows one to soften or obscure the effect of the volatile acidity,” Lindenlaub affirmed, as

we stood swirling our glasses in his cellar, a converted courtyard barn chock-a-block with

gleaming steel tanks. “The measure of volatile acidity doesn’t change, but on the palate, it’s

less piercing.”

The pinot blanc in question still tasted lightly volatile to me. But then I didn’t taste the wine

before it was treated with copper and chamomile. And, as Lindenlaub insisted, the actual

measurement of volatile acidity did not change with the addition of the dilutions. He, too, had

added something and nothing.

Understanding how homeopathic treatments are administered helps in conceptualizing its

winemaking application. Homeopathic dilutions are classed according to their “potency,”

which, counterintuitively, is said to rise with each further dilution. The potency is measured

according to the “C-Scale,” invented in the early 1800s by the originator of homeopathy,

Samuel Hahnemann.

Along the C-Scale, substances are diluted by a factor of 100 each time. At 1C, the active

substance makes up 1/100 of a solution. At 2C, it is 1/10000, and so on. During his lifetime,

Hahnemann advocated the use of 30C dilutions. In her 2008 book Suckers: How Alternative



Medicine Makes Fools of Us All, health journalist Rose Shapiro reports that a 30C dilution is the

equivalent of one molecule in a body of water more than thirty-trillion times the size of earth.

Today it is recognized that the maximum dilution liable to contain even one molecule of its

active substance is 12C. Alsace-based oenological consultant Xavier Couturier of DUO

Oenologie, alongside his business partner Pierre Sanchez and the aforementioned vigneron

Patrick Meyer, has pioneered the application of homeopathy to winemaking since 2010. He

reports having obtained reproducible results with mineral sulfite dilutions of 41C, which is to

say dilutions containing no trace whatsoever—not even one molecule—of sulfur.

To delve into homeopathy is to feel language give way beneath one’s feet. Copper, chamomile,

sulfur: the words are there, but the molecules to which they refer are not.

In the center of his cellar was a barrel topped with a plethora of small brown and white

bottles of homeopathic preparations. Not just copper, chamomile, and sulfur, but belladonna,

wolf’s bane, and garden angelica. During our tasting I observed that small nails stuck out near

the bungs of several wine barrels. Threads linked the nails under the bungs to the interior of

the wine barrels. Meyer explained that the nails suspended small sleeves filled with clay

within the barrels. I found myself asking, repeatedly, what effect these treatments had upon

the wines. But Meyer preferred to emphasize the more esoteric foundations of biodynamic

theory: the four elements, the contrasting forces of fire, air, water, and earth. He spoke about

restoring an equilibrium among these forces in the milieu of the wine. Sulfur is linked to fire

and the sun. The clay, as far as I could ascertain, was intended to remedy a deficiency in earth

energy. In other barrels he suspended silver. We seemed to have moved beyond homeopathy

into a more tactile realm of wine additives.

Meyer said he conducted his homeopathic experiments in response to increasingly

temperamental fermentation dynamics in recent years. The phenomenon, he said, was not

limited to the 2018 vintage, nor was it limited to Alsace. “We don’t know why, but some

element is missing,” he said, by turns enthusiastic and apocalyptic. “And it’s happening

everywhere.”

It is a topic that has evidently occupied Meyer for some time. Comparing notes with my fellow

wine writer Alice Feiring later, she recalled him describing the same phenomenon in a

conversation they had in 2012. “He told me that everything changed after the extreme heat of

2003. In the vineyard and in the cellar, he said nothing behaved as it did before.”



The notion of natural wine—regardless of the eternal debates over its strict definition—

derives much of its power and appeal from its relative transparency, compared to

conventional wine production. Even without additives the list of influences on a given natural

wine is almost infinite: weather, soil, exposure, farming, harvest methods, fermentation

recipient, vinification methods, etc. But said list does not include the further variables of

liquid tannins, select yeasts, sorbic acid, and so on.

What happens, however, if the list of potential “natural” additives—or dilutions—becomes as

long as the list of unnatural ones? Is a wine still natural if it contains natural additions even if

they are so infinitesimal, they are immeasurable? Is it like “informing” a dry gin martini by

symbolically waving the vermouth bottle over it? What does pinot noir “informed” with silver

taste like? In describing natural wine, must we specify further: nothing added, nothing

removed, nothing dipped in or added in, even if in minute homeopathic doses?

I left Meyer’s cellar perplexed. Had I just witnessed the beginning of the end of natural wine?

Was it the start of something new altogether? Meyer, after all, is an important wine

personage. His extremely thoughtful work is rightly venerated in natural wine circles in

Alsace and beyond.

Couturier was cautiously optimistic about its potential when I met him in July at Summer

Fascht, an annual natural wine festival in Colmar. When he and Sanchez began researching

homeopathy in winemaking he said, it was with the aim of preserving freshness. They wanted

to experience in bottled wine the same dazzling zip they experienced when tasting it from

tank. Patrick Meyer had been conducting similar research on his own, and the three began to

experiment together in early 2010. Nowadays Couturier reports encouraging results with

dilutions of mineral sulfur in treating oxidation and in masking the sensation of volatile

acidity in wine.

“For now, the mineral sulfur dilution works,” Couturier said, apropos of Meyer’s experiments

with copper and plant dilutions. “For the rest, we don’t know yet.”

They haven’t been able to produce consistent results treating mousiness with sulfur dilutions,

he said. (The effect I’d tasted in Yahimi’s tank seemed to have been an outlier.) He confirmed

that he and Sanchez have shared their techniques—free of charge, he underlined—with open-

minded winemakers throughout France: in Auvergne, in the Beaujolais, in the Jura, in Savoie.



They have asked only that winemakers who experiment with the techniques share their

feedback, for the betterment of everyone’s understanding of the subject.

“Homeopathy is an information,” Couturier cautioned. “Not all wines are reactive to this. I

think it depends on the way of farming, or the energy in the cellar.”

Playing devil’s advocate, I asked him whether the introduction of homeopathy into

winemaking might problematize the notion of natural wine: nothing added, nothing removed.

“If you’ve already used sulfur and copper in the vines, it’s already there [in the wine],” he

replied. “Where’s the limit, the boundary? Where does it stop?”

He had a point. Homeopathy in winemaking highlights the physical relationship between

vineyard treatments and winemaking additives. Common biodynamic tisanes and infusions

applied to vines include nettles, citrus, milk, yarrow, valerian, and chamomile. While in

theory these treatments are long since washed off by harvest time, it could be argued that they

are conceivably getting into wine in immeasurably tiny quantities—perhaps on the scale of

those (not) found in homeopathic dilutions.

“Homeopathy poses a scientific problem, because there are no active molecules,” Couturier

shrugged. “So, what are you putting in your wine? A little spring water.”

In Europe, the addition of spring water in winemaking is technically illegal. But it is also

undetectable under analysis, and at any rate Couturier wasn’t talking about buckets of water.

He was talking about an addition of water in the range of that which occurs when one hoses

down a tank before placing wine in it. Practically speaking, nothing is being added to wine

during these homeopathic treatments: not copper, not sulfur, not even water, in any

appreciable sense.

Most natural winemakers I’ve spoken to remain skeptical of homeopathic additives in

winemaking.

Biodynamic vigneron Christian Binner, who counts Yahimi and Meyer as friends, told me he

finds the practice of homeopathic treatment of wines ideologically troubling.Homeopathic

treatments indeed have a place in biodynamic farming. But it doesn’t necessarily follow that

similar treatments should have beneficial effects when applied to wine itself. The biodynamic

farmer can’t keep farming in the cellar.
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When, later in July, I visited Languedoc natural winemaker Anthony Tortul, of zero-sulfur

négoçiant project La Sorga, I learned he works with DUO Oenologie for analyses of his

fermentations. He was quick to praise Couturier and Sanchez for their acumen and sound

advice. But he has never employed homeopathy in the cellar.

“For me, to begin with, the spirit of wanting to put something in your wine is lame,” he said,

shaking his head.

He does believe, however, that such additives do have an effect. In his tuneful Southwestern-

French accent, he expressed a skepticism similar to my own.

“It’s sure that if you modify even the smallest thing, it will cause something,” he said. “Of

course, if you go in on craziness like that, you can go very, very far with it.”
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